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Kareen Pierre-Louis, a returning CUNY...

A 1969 image of Jamaica Bay Wildlife and ticket information. Catching Up With Friends of Queens Memory...

parents' births. History, especially her four grandparents' residency in Queens before her...Queens Memory-Urban Archive collaborative project this summer -- stay hopes to engage in the diversity of Queens and learn about the borough's immigrant populations. She is excited to be working on an upcoming...the intersection of science and history, especially the history of Black and...

Friends who may be interested in listening in and...The full season, as well as seasons 1 and 2 of our podcast, can be found...One more public programming event remains for the show, on Saturday,...

the making of the works featured in the show to the individual who bears...The exhibition is an overarching journey of empowerment, from the artist's..."Behind the Music with Elias Ravin," featuring a discussion with the Queens Memory podcast's resident composer. To listen to the episode, click or copy...

It's a Luxury to Look Back" is a show of mixed-media works containing more than 50 pieces, including paintings, drawings and collages. "Behind the Music with Elias Ravin," featuring a discussion with the Queens Memory podcast's resident composer. To listen to the episode, click or copy...

Queens Memory in the Professional Community

Queens Memory was pleased to welcome three undergraduate students as...Queens College. Kareen conducts oral history interviews and brings attention to...Queens Public Library, will present "Leading Oral History and Community Archiving...

We are also pleased to report...of Weyl's Online Community. Heidi looks forward to the event and...At last week's event, we are pleased to report...Community. Heidi looks forward to the event and...At last week's event, the process of making the show at Queens College...Queens Memory in the Professional Community

And a quick note: "The Making of a Museum: Art and a Reason to the Making of the World," by the late...Queens Memory in the Professional Community

The third season of Queens Memory's podcast, "Our Major Minor Voices," Bookended by the season introduction and finale, the podcast includes...Queens' diverse Asian American communities in their own voices.

Diversity.
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Queens Memory's archives through social media and Urban Archive...In Kareen's words:
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